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Abstract—This paper presents a distributed intrusion detection system IDS, based on the concept of specialized distributed agents community representing agents with the same purpose for detecting distributed attacks. The semantic of intrusion events occurring in a predetermined network has been defined. The correlation rules referring the process which our proposed IDS combines the captured events that is distributed both spatially and temporally. And then the proposed IDS tries to extract significant and broad patterns for set of well-known attacks. The primary goal of our work is to provide intrusion detection and real-time prevention capability against insider attacks in distributed and fully automated environments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growing importance of network security is shifting security concerns towards the network itself rather than being host based. Security services must be evolving into network-based and distributed approaches to deal with heterogeneous open platform and support scalable solution [1].

The intrusion detection technology is the process of identifying network activity that can lead to a compromise of security policy. IDS must analyse and correlate a large volume of data collected from different critical network access points. This task requires an IDS to be able to characterise distributed patterns and to detect situations where a sequence of intrusion events occurs in multiple hosts.

A cooperative intrusion is one of the difficult problematic where the intruder(s) can use network access points as an attempt to disguise their activities, since all of the activities on one node may be characterized as intrusive, but a few activities from the cooperative intrusion on single node would most likely not be characterised an intrusive.

Thus, the IDS must be able to correlate events and related users from all of the system nodes that are potentially participating to a cooperative intrusion. For example, a Smurf attack sends PING requests to a network broadcast addresses.

The return address of the PING request is spoofed to be the address of the attack target. All Sniffers located in different nodes detecting the PING requests must not reply to the pinging source.

Detecting intrusion in distributed network from outside network segment as well as from inside is a difficult problem [2]. Intrusion detection system must analyze a large volume of data while not placing a significant added load on the monitoring systems and networks. There are several limitations of existing IDS product: current systems report alerts to a centralized database and hope that a network administrator is immediately on-hand to take an action. The administrator analyzes alert reports and takes some actions. Other proposed system analyze database using knowledge discovery techniques for deciding which actions must be taken. It’s often too late in critical systems to decide where actions must be taken by one centralized device or user when the given system may have been compromised and vital information may have been stolen.

In [3] we have proposed a distributed intrusion detection system based on a mobile agents community to assess malicious activity against computer networks. Our approach is based on two concepts. Firstly, the system uses a specialized agent approach to separate monitoring tasks. Individual specialized agents perform their own execution of input data sources. Secondly, we introduce the agents community concept: agents with the same speciality and the same purpose for detecting one attack type. All specialized agents from the same community communicate using mobile platform environment for collecting and analysing all the data fetched from all the predetermined network nodes in order to evaluate and confirm some attack types and the actions that must be performed in different network nodes.

This paper extends our proposed IDS by defining the semantic of intrusion events occurring in a predetermined network. And then a set of attack rules has been defined for well-known attacks. The correlation rules referring the process which our proposed IDS combines the captured events that is distributed both spatially and temporally. And
then tries to extract significant and broad patterns for set of well-known attacks. Agent based, our system shares a common goal of exploiting the mobility paradigm of the agents to perform distributed correlation.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the Intrusion Detection System in distributed context and the related previous work; section 3 describes our model approach and reports in details how the proposed components works; Finally, we outline our prototype realisation and we provide directions for future work.

II. MOBILE AGENTS BASED IDS

Based on the distributed architecture, the proposed approaches, implementing different IDS, integrate the concepts of distributed agent and mobile computing. Agents are defined as entities that detect and take predefined actions against malicious activity. Installed on critical network infrastructure, including network segments, servers and selected hosts, distributed agents apply the required attack recognition algorithms to detect typical malicious activity on private networks. Agents share critical alerts knowledge to better understand the impact of an attack across the predetermined network. It could be implemented as software running on servers and host or as independent hardware devices segments.

In order to include overcoming network latency, reducing network load, performing autonomous and asynchronous execution, and adapting to dynamic environments, current Distributed IDS uses mobile agents technology [4]-[5]. The Mobile agent paradigm extends the agent by including the concept of mobile computing. In this context, the agent can be executed autonomously over a set of network hosts, on behalf of an individual organisation. Mobile Agent Environment creates an appropriate execution environment for Mobile Agent that gives the basic services including creation, transportation and execution. It also performs constraint mechanism, fault-tolerant strategy, security control and communication mechanism [6]. It implements agent transfer protocol, communication protocol and supports events transmission [7].

We can identify three technologies In proposed distributed IDS research architectures based on agent paradigm: Based on fully distributed architecture like [8] where data collection and analysis are performed locally; Based on distributed architecture where data collection and analysis are performed with a central management unit [1]; Based on multiple independent entities called Autonomous Agent for intrusion detection framework, where data is collected from different sources. These systems are imitating the behavior of natural distributed systems in order to achieve the efficiency found in natural systems [9].

The difficulties found in the proposed IDS, result in the great variety of vulnerable attacks that the generalized agent consider to be uncertain. Processing uncertain attacks causes unnecessary time resources to be diverted from achieving the network system mission and system administrators to dismiss reports of intrusions. Therefore, the cooperation of distributed Intrusion Detection System nodes, based on the values of the thresholds, must be set to detect as many intrusions as possible, without an intolerable amount of false alarms. For the certain (intrusion) attacks, the proposed IDS executes local actions and the administrator system is responsible of informing all of the other predetermined network nodes.

III. MULTI-AGENT IDS FRAMEWORK

A. Multi-Agents Architecture

The Specialized Local Agent is the engine component of our system. It must combine several kinds of attack analysis such as signature detection, anomaly detection and performed global analysis, for detecting distributed attacks. Due to the complex analysing tasks made by the SLA for detecting intrusions, the SLA delegates performed tasks to well defined agents and uses different data sources. As shown in figure 1, SLA delegates predetermined performed tasks to four agents (Filter, Analyser, Correlate, Interpreter and Mobile), and use two knowledge database (Event Rules, Events DB).
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Fig. 1 Multi-Agents Architecture

B. Flow Data Source

In the high design level, suspicious network traffic [10] is captured by Snort sensor and log files are generated. According to event keywords specified in detection Event rules, Filter Agent is agent responsible for filtering specialized security events from the log files. It examines the packets for well-known attack events and stores all its characteristics into Event DB. According to events rules, we have identified two event types: local events occur in a local network node and extern events occur in other network nodes. Specialized Local Agent delegates the filtering tasks to different Filter Agents.
C. Intrusion Event Rules

An event is an indication of intrusion. A security event is characterized by its signature, its type, location, and a temporal attribute representing the event occurring moment. According to the event type and its observation point, [11] identifies various events classes. In our model, each event is characterized also by its keyword signature attacks, for example ping, nmap, etc. Based on the combination of keyword signature events, a set of a set of attack rules has been defined for well-known attacks. A rule is a set of requirements that will trigger an alert. Each rule is characterized by its sequence of events and the alerts block describing the predetermined actions executed by the system where events has been occurred.

We have identified two classes of signature rules:

- Local event rules, where all events occur in the same network node:

\[
\text{(1) Alert } \langle \text{actions} \rangle \text{ when } \text{even}_\text{local}_1, ..., \text{even}_\text{local}_n
\]

- Extern event rules, where at least one event of the given sequence events rule occurs in other local network nodes. This class of event rules is introduced to detect distributed attacks:

\[
\text{(2) Alert } \langle \text{actions} \rangle \text{ when } \text{even}_\text{local}_1, ..., \text{even}_\text{local}_n \text{ and then } \text{even}_\text{ext}_1, ..., \text{even}_\text{ext}_m
\]

D. Intrusion Detection Mechanism

The heart of our detection mechanism is the Interpreter Agent. It collaborates with the Analyser Agent for detecting complex local attacks, and uses the Correlate agent with the Mobile Agent for determining whether some suspicious activities in different node can be combined to be a distributed intrusion. According to local event rules, the analyser agent is responsible for detecting local intrusions.

The Analyser Agent analyses the events database. It looks for the local events selected by the Interpreter Agent. These patterns are retrieved from Events DB. Then, it reports a search results to the Interpreter Agent using its Specialized Local Agent.

It’s clear that correlation of the relevant events significantly reduces the number of false positive and gives a better view of an attack scenario in case of coordinated distributed attacks [12]. According to external event rules given by the Interpreter Agent, the correlate agent is responsible for determining whether some suspicious activities in different network nodes can be combined to be a distributed intrusion. It queries the events database to search the occurrence of some event, and accesses to database events to store the occurrence of the external event received from other network nodes using Mobile Agent.

A mobile agent based IDS uses agents with analysis capabilities to perform remote query and search actions. In our IDS model, mobile agent is used to perform well defined tasks: search the events occurrence in a given network or confirm occurrence of some event in a local network node. In the case of correlating events for detecting distributed attacks, the mobile agent is used to confirm the occurrence of some event in network nodes. For example, if the SLA is informed by the correlate agent that some correlating events are detected in the local network area, it would dispatch a mobile agent to search the occurrence of the same event type in the network nodes, and report the responses in its results area. The other case is made where SLA receive a mobile agent to confirm some extern event. Figure 2 shows the itinerary example taken by the mobile agent from node source to nodes 1 and 2. Mobile agent created by specialized agent of node source looks for confirming the Event1 by nodes 1 and 2, and also informs them that the Event2 occurred.

Fig. 2 Itinerary Example of a Mobile Agent

The Interpreter Agent behavior can be seen as an inference engine system. It processes the events Knowledge encoded in the Knowledge base (Event Rules) for detecting the attacks. It consults the Event Rules and repeats the following scenario:

- Choose the first rule with no active state
- Make this rule in active state
- Submit the local events belonging to the premise part of the given rule (1), to the Analyser Agent that have the pattern matching task to confirm the occurrence of the given events in Event DB. When all the local events of the given rule have been occurred, the Interpreter Agent makes the rule in not active state.
And then transmits the alert actions to the Specialized Local Agent. In the case of the external rule (2), the Interpreter Agent completes the pattern matching task by submitting the external events to the Mobile Agent. The external event is characterized by its node location. The external event locations give the itinerary taken by the mobile agent, and then it looks for confirming the given events. When all the local and external events of the given rule have been occurred, the Interpreter Agent deactivates the rule. And then transmits the alert actions to the specialized local agent.

In the all case the active state of a given rule has been performed in well defined processing time.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for distributed intrusion detection system based on the specialized local agent and the agents community concepts. A specialized local agent is used to separate monitoring tasks. The agents community is a group of specialized agents, created for collecting and analysing all the data transit from all predetermined network nodes. The specialized local agent executes predetermined actions and uses the Mobile Agent Environment to investigate all the other network nodes of the same community. The agents community collaborate and cooperate for confirming intrusion in predetermined network. The semantic of intrusion events occurring in a predetermined network has been defined. The correlation rules referring the process which our proposed IDS combines the captured events that is distributed both spatially and temporally, and tries to extract significant and broad patterns for set of well-known attacks.

Our prototype of this model has been experimented in a local network context. In our case Snort has been chosen [13] as the first level network data event flow capturing. Snort is chosen for its availability, ease of configuration and customisation. We have chosen Voyager [14] as Mobile Agent Environment to implement our prototype testing. Voyager, from recursion software, can be seen as strengthened object request broker. Compared with other mobile agents development platforms, Voyager integrates with Java more intensely, which can be used easily to develop mobile agent platforms, and also to build up traditional distributed systems. Prototype testing has been experimented in local network. Our work is now oriented to defining the hierarchy of specialized local agents and formalize the communication inter-communities.
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